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Keep track of an engine’s health and reliability. The OBDII engine analyzer has automatic data flow,
which collects information from all sensors and displays it in real time on a web page. With this item, you
can check air pressure, coolant temperature, oil temperature, oil pressure, octane, plus many other data.

Analysis of stock and performance. The latest technology OBDII engine analyzer is an intelligent,
interactive tool. It analyzes engine components and provides reports in real time, enabling vehicle

diagnostics and maintenance according to the required standards. The OBDII engine analyzer can be
used in both electronic and mechanical checking. It can read and clear check engine information which is

part of OBDII system, but it cannot work on non-OBDII systems(ABS/airbag/oil service light,ect.). While
FOXWELL NT301 obdii scanner is able to read and clear check engine information which is part of OBDII

system, it is only for ELECTRONIC CHECKING PURPOSE, it will not be applicable for Mechanical
CHECKING. This software need to be purchased to replace transmission/motor/etc. parts You will use the
latest technology. Power improvements at the cutting edge of racing come from minor improvement in

details. For cylinder Heads, these details not only include flow, but port velocity, swirl and tumble motion.
The Port Flow Analyzer (Pro version) has options for port velocity mapping with a pitot tube, swirl and

tumble measurement (using our swirl meter with our tumble adapter ), port stability, etc.
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